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All good things... Brian McCullough
All being well, it looks like this will be my last issue of AstroNotes as editor. As 

many of you are aware, in the last year I have become more involved in the executive 
of the Ottawa Centre as vice-president, and have agreed to let my name stand for 
president come the fall elections. It is therefore time for me to pass this agreeable task 
on to someone else. I expect a replacement editor will be appointed at the Sept. 2nd 
Council meeting (by which time this issue of AstroNotes will already be at the 
printers), and that an announcement will be made at this evening’s Observers Group 
meeting.

I would like to extend a special note of gratitude to the several volunteers who, 
over the years, have worked with me to put this newsletter into your hands on time 
each month — first and foremost, Bridget Madill for her continuous support and for 
keeping her editor-husband on a marginally civil relationship with his computer; Art 
Fraser for printing the mailing labels and delivering them to me “way out Kanata 
way;” Robin Molson for stamping and mailing out all the copies that were not picked 
up at the meeting (Remember our on-the-fly “labelling bees” at the front of the room!); 
and Hilderic Browne for his previous Recorder’s notes and photo support, and more 
recently for his HTML conversion of AstroNotes for the web. Marc Rollin and staff 
at Copiexpert Plus on Hazeldean Road in Kanata deserve a special word of thanks, 
too, for giving us their best effort in producing the best possible newsletter for you.

When I took the AstroNotes editing job over from Doug George in early 1994, I 
had no idea how long it would last, nor how much enjoyment I would get out of it. It 
has been a pleasure working with so many talented contributors, and in closing I wish 
to thank the many, many people who have supported AstroNotes with their articles, 
reports, reviews, sketches, photographs and images. If I left my own thumbprint on 
their work, I can only hope it was for the better.

Annual Dinner Meeting Alan Hildebrand
At our Annual Dinner Meeting, Friday, November 13th, we have the chance to 

learn about asteroid discoveries. Jim Scotti, from the Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, 
University of Arizona, will speak on Spacewatch and its search of the skies. Jim's work 
is described somewhat in an article he wrote for Sky and Telescope's July issue. He is 
responsible for the discovery (as of two months ago) of 59 near-Earth asteroids 
including 1997 XF11, that caused the media kaffuffle last March when a future close 
approach to the Earth was noted. So, plan to hear about observing from Kitt Peak, the 
population of asteroids that we live amongst, and how one refines an asteroid’s orbit 
after a discovery is made. Asteroid astrometry is a game that many Ottawa Centre 
members could play.

So mark your calendars, and watch next month’s AstroNotes for more information 
on the Ottawa Centre’s primary social event of the season.
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Notices
Passing of Ottawa Centre Member
The Ottawa Centre regrets to announce the death of long-time member Willard 
Lynch who passed away July 14th at the age of 82. Willard was a member since 1968. 
Our condolences go out to his family and friends.

Inventory
The Ottawa Centre will be conducting a full inventory of its assets over the coming 
weeks. If you have any Centre equipment, papers, etc. in your possession, or know of 
where any Centre belongings are held, please help the process along by calling me to 
let me know. Attilla Danko has kindly agreed to do the actual “rooting” through boxes 
of junk (his words) to record our assets on computer. Once we have a complete 
inventory list, Council will decide what to do with everything and make arrangements 
for its early removal from people’s homes (You did want your basement back, didn’t 
you?). — Brian McCullough, 831-4932.

Membership Renewals
Please ensure your RASC membership is up to date (check the expiry date on your 
AstroNotes label). More than a dozen people whose memberships expired in 1997, and 
two whose ‘ships expired in ’96, are still receiving courtesy mail-out copies of the 
newsletter, however...without valid memberships these people are ineligible to vote or 
hold office (ooh — there’s a deterrent). Please get your $36 membership payment in to 
National Office as soon as possible so that you can continue to receive the Observer's 
Handbook, the RASC Journal, the complimentary subscription to SkyNews, etc.

New Memberships
The Ottawa Centre encourages new members to join the Society. If you are interested 
in becoming a member of the RASC, please see Art Fraser at the Observers Group 
meeting for an application form. Believe me, this could be the best $36 you’ve ever 
spent.

16-inch Telescope Training
Glenn LeDrew will be conducting training for new members who wish to operate the 
club’s 16-inch telescope. The training session will be held at the Fred P. Lossing 
Observatory (Indian River site) on Saturday, Sept. 19 starting at 2 p.m. Training will 
proceed even under cloudy skies, but rain will postpone the session to Sunday the 20th. 
Please call Glenn at (613) 445-4167 to confirm your attendance.

Ottawa Centre “Late Summer” Family Picnic
The Ottawa Centre’s annual family picnic is scheduled for Saturday, Sept. 12 (sorry, 
no rain date this year), starting at 3 p.m. As in previous years, the Meier family has 
graciously offered to hold this event at their home at 2572 Upper Dwyer Hill Road (see 
map on next page). Call 256-4821 if you get lost. Bring your own picnic goodies and 
“BBQables” — soft drinks and coffee will be provided. Don’t forget your baseball 
glove, model rockets and observing equipment.
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Council Report Jane Lund (Secretary)
Ottawa Centre Council met on July 8 to discuss several topics. Here are the 

highlights:

To remember the contributions of Fred Lossing to the Ottawa Centre, a motion 
was passed that the primary observatory of the Ottawa Centre shall be known as the 
“Fred P. Lossing Observatory.”

The Annual Dinner Meeting will be held Nov. 13/98 at Algonquin College. Jim 
Scotti of Spacewatch Telescope fame has agreed to be the guest speaker.

The Ottawa Centre owns a 12.5”, f/6, full thickness mirror suitable for a high- 
resolution telescope. Council is still soliciting serious proposals as to the disposition of 
this mirror. Proposals from individuals or groups are welcome. If no proposals are 
received from within the Centre, Council will consider soliciting interest from the 
national membership of the RASC so that this mirror gets used rather than stored. 
Please contact Paul Boltwood at 836-6462 if you would like more information.

The Ottawa Centre will once again be selling the RASC calendars for $10 each.

Gary Boyle mentioned that someone has contacted him and would like to donate a 
grinding machine to the Ottawa Centre or any of its members. Interested individuals 
are asked to contact Brian McCullough at 831-4932.
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Centre Council Positions Available Rick Wagner
The Ottawa Centre has a Council which runs the business of the Centre (spends 

much of your fees!). Since we are incorporated, it acts as our board of directors. 
Council consists of the President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer, and three 
Councillors. In addition we are entitled to two positions on the RASC National 
Council. All these positions are filled by volunteers who are aware that the club cannot 
run itself and who want to give back something in exchange for some of the pleasure 
they get out of the club.

The Centre is coming into a period of increased activity and excitement. Possibly 
as a result of our new meeting location, membership is on the rise and there is 
increased attendance at monthly meetings. We have a 10” Newtonian telescope and a 
recently donated Celestron 14" which both need to have buildings designed and 
constructed for them. There is also a high-quality 12.5" mirror which could be put to 
use.

Taking a role on Council can allow you to have a stronger say in where the Centre 
is going. Amateur astronomy is increasing in breadth and depth with facets for every 
interest. Perhaps you would like to see us increase our public education activities. 
Astronomy Day has been taken to new levels of intensity and public star parties are 
being arranged with increasing frequency. Or perhaps science is more up your alley. 
Could the Centre involve itself in scientific pursuits? We’ve done it before and, with 
the availability of computers and CCD cameras, amateurs can take higher profile roles 
in scientific research. Should we be upgrading the observatory facilities even further? 
We will eventually have three permanently mounted telescopes at the Indian River 
site. Should we add computers, CCD cameras, data lines, remote control telescopes, 
internet access? The Centre has a small cadre of telescope builders. Would it be 
appropriate for the Centre to begin promoting such activities, perhaps as part of a 
public outreach program? Could we offer mirror grinding and telescope making 
classes to the public as is done at some planetaria?

On the other side of the coin, are there things about the Centre or Society that you 
would like to see changed or improved? Is it too difficult for new members to get 
involved? Are we too busy with our own advanced level pursuits to take time to draw 
in the newbies. For some years there was a perception that National was run by the 
Toronto crowd. Most think these problems have been solved, but perhaps there are still 
problems. Something which is always sure to start an argument is the Society fees. Are 
they too high, collected inappropriately, does National take too large a percentage? If 
there are things you would like to see improved or corrected, Centre or National 
Councils are the places to make it happen.

There is no requirement for long-time membership in the Centre to be a member 
of Council. Just bring your own perspective and new ideas. If you would like to 
volunteer for any of the Council positions, give me a call at 613-830-9096.
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Star Guides Doug Luoma
On Saturday, May 30 an astronomy presentation and star party was held for 63 

Girl Guides and Brownies. The evening was part of their weekend activities at the 
Long Island locks’ RCMP Camp near Manotick. It was difficult recruiting club 
members to help out since many had already volunteered to work at two other public 
astronomy presentations held the same evening, but thanks to some last-minute 
additions we had more than enough people to put on a good show.

After the girls finished their supper, I began with an overview of different aspects 
of astronomy using overhead displays and some of my slides. Glenn LeDrew also 
donated a few of his all-sky images and southern-sky objects. Boy! These kids were 
extremely enthusiastic, to say the least. I kept having to apologize for not being able to 
acknowledge everyone’s comments and questions. As it was, the slide show took twice 
as long as I thought it would. Some of the questions were very astute, such as (while 
discussing northern lights), “What would happen to people if the Earth didn’t have a 
magnetic field?” I managed to answer their inquiries without too many major glitches. 
It was pointed out to me later, though, that I had said that the Moon and the Sun 
appear to be the same size in the sky because the Sun is 40 times larger than the 
Moon, but 40 times farther away. Oops! I should have said 400.

After hurrying through the last few slides, the girls were divided into six 
prearranged groups. Each group had been named after a particular constellation. I had 
come prepared with David Levy’s book “Sharing the Sky: A Parent‘s and Teacher’s 
Guide to Astronomy” which included a brief paragraph or two about the mythological 
astronomical figures. When I asked a group if they knew anything about their 
constellation, they all spoke up simultaneously, “... was the brother o f ...” “and he was 
married to ...” “and after they...”—I was stunned. It turned out that later on in the 
evening, the girls were planning to act out short skits about the constellation stories. I 
think the kids were pleased with themselves when I congratulated them. I told them 
that 1 had been involved in astronomy for 13 years, but that they knew more about the 
constellations than I did. Needless to say, I put away the book.

Each group was sent to one of six stations which had been set up, and every 15 or 
20 minutes they rotated to another station.

Station 1: Alan Hildebrand was our meteor and impact expert. You should have 
heard the Oooohs and Aaaahhs when I introduced Alan and mentioned his 
involvement with the Chicxulub crater in the Yucutan peninsula, the sight of the 
meteor impact that likely killed the dinosaurs. Alan brought a nice big iron meteorite 
that the kids got a chance to look at and feel, and he handed out meteorite 
identification posters to the group leaders.

Station 2: John Thompson showed a short clip from Cyanogen’s “Comet 
Odyssey” video and answered general questions about comets and astronomy.
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Station 3: David Lambe demonstrated many interesting astronomical games and 
programs on his laptop computer.

Station 4: My group got to make their own see-through constellation finders to 
help them identify their constellation. I began with star charts created with David 
Chandler’s “Deep Space” computer software. One of its interesting features is “Match 
the Sky” mode. Input the distance that the map will be held from your eyes and a chart 
will be generated showing the selected area at the same scale as seen in the sky. 
Photocopy the star chart on a transparency and/or trace the constellation lines on a 
blank transparency. Glow-in-the-dark paint is then used to dot the stars on the map. 
Once outside, look in the general area where the constellation should be, hold the 
chart up at the required distance, and move the map around until the chart’s dots line 
up with the background stars. It helps if the charts show an easily recognized star or 
asterism (star pattern). The painted stars can be recharged by a brief burst of light 
from a flashlight.

Station 5: Andrew Costello talked about binocular viewing and introduced the 
kids to telescopes using John Thompson’s homemade spotting scope made with a 
binocular objective lens and star diagonal, and an Omcon 3-inch reflector.

Station 6: An isolated spot away from local lights was found in the comer of the 
ball park. This is where the “big guns” were. Karen Edmonds set up her 4-inch 
refractor, and Rock Mallin brought an 8-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain and a 16-inch 
reflector. Together with Julie-Anne Mondoux and Jason Mainville, they gave everyone 
a terrific show. Unfortunately, no bright planets were in the sky and some clouds 
started moving in, but all the girls got a chance to play hide-and-seek with the Moon. 
Some even commented how pretty the Moon was with clouds drifting across it. A few 
keeners even lined up for a second and third look through the scopes. As the kids came 
back inside, they remarked how thrilled they were using those BIG telescopes and 
seeing craters and mountains on the Moon.

The evening came to a close, and everyone was very appreciative of our efforts. A 
few of us made our way to a restaurant afterwards for refreshments.

I’d like to thank all who helped to make the evening a success, especially those 
who came along on short notice. Also, a special “thank-you” goes to Rock, who had to 
spend the day arranging alternate transportation for his large scopes because his truck 
had been stolen the night before. When Rock told me about the theft, the first words 
out of my mouth were, “Omygosh! I hope your telescopes weren’t inside.” I guess 
astronomers always know where their priorities lie.

For a club with a large number of very active observers with their own ongoing 
projects, I’m amazed that the Ottawa Centre has so many individuals willing to give 
their time and expertise for public shows and star parties. I’d like to encourage more 
newcomers to the club (with or without equipment) to participate also. Besides the 
thrill of sharing your interest in the universe, it’s a great way to get to know other 
members.
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AstroAds
For Sale: Messier Atlases. New! Covers 110 Messier objects and 113 NGC objects on 
103 charts. Each chart covers a 3 x 5 degree area down to mag. 12.4. Info on each 
object appearing on a chart is summarized at the bottom of the page. Comes in two 
editions — correct image and mirror E/W. Also has a 26-page, mag. 7.3 star atlas. 
Size: 8.5 x 11 inches, 140 pages. Price $20.00 or 2 for $35.00. Call Harry Adams at 
613-584-4804 or E-mail; adams@intranet.ca

For Sale: Meade SN-6 (15-cm) f/5 Schmidt-Newtonian telescope on pier mount with 
heavy duty forks and setting circles. Includes 1¼-2” Nagler 9mm, 16mm and 2x 
Barlow lenses, as well as 1¼-inch Meade 25mm and Celestron 16mm eyepieces, and 
Moon filter. Asking $1,000. Call Rick Turner at 729-5729.

The Pinhey’s Point Star Party Cindy Williams
A massive round of applause to the owners of telescopes who came out to Pinhey’s 

Point on Friday, Aug. 14 to guide the public, and especially future RASC members, 
through the skies. An incredible 34 telescopes and binoculars were pointed toward the 
heavens, spotting galaxies, double stars, globular clusters, planets, and the occassional 
meteor — what timing! Since the star party followed a rousing campfire organized by 
the Pinhey’s Point staff, the crowd which numbered close to 300 people included many 
children. The atmosphere was pure magic! Members exercised great patience and 
enthusiasm in sharing their love of astronomy and vast knowledge with an equally 
enthralled public. Manning the Information table next to Attilla’s Monster Scope was 
an experience in itself! The viewing queue was long; 130 people made it up the ladder 
to focus on M13 that night.

The range of telescopes included a 50mm refractor, Gary’s new Comet Catcher 
Binoculars, the Centre’s 14-inch Celestron, Rock’s “Cheater Scope,” Attilla’s 26-inch 
Monster and all sizes and configurations in between. All were equally enjoyed; the 
comments passing the Information table were most flattering, no matter which scope 
and operator the guest had been visiting.

Although the skies weren’t as transparent as a true astronomer would wish for and 
the site was not as dark as Glenn’s Teeple Hill, it didn’t detract from our mission of 
providing the opportunity to share “our skies” with kindred spirits.

The star party closed at 11:30; the skies clouded over almost immediately. The 
clouds didn’t dampen the mood of the small group who gathered, for a typical after- 
meeting meeting, at the doughnut shop following the event. There are many ideas 
floating around for another star party at Pinhey’s Point, the best one being “Attilla 
stays on the top layer of the site!” Any and all comments, suggestions and observations 
are welcome; just see Peter Williams. And once again, thanks and applause to all who 
made this star party such a success.
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Redshift 3:
Should you buy it? Howard Simkover

No doubt you have seen the flashy, full-page ads in Sky & Telescope and 
Astronomy magazines about this latest CD-ROM planetarium software. Redshift 3 is 
developed by Maris Multimedia Ltd. in the UK and distributed in North America by 
Piranha Publishing. Perhaps you’re like me, an owner of the original Redshift CD- 
ROM which was released by Maris about four years ago. Or maybe you were 
impressed by the highly complimentary article about Redshift 2.0 on pages 66-69 of 
the July 1998 issue of Sky & Telescope, and are considering purchasing Redshift 3.

I obtained Redshift (the original) in 1994 and was delighted with it from the very 
beginning. The product offered good views of the sky that were simple to control, from 
the dual perspective of space and time. If you wanted to see the sky from the equator of 
Mars on June 1, 1900, or if you wanted to locate all close conjunctions of Venus and 
Jupiter that will occur in the 21st century (as seen from the Earth or even from Mars), 
the original Redshift could perform these astronomical gymnastics for you with a few 
clicks of your mouse.

Planning an evening observing session? You could use the original Redshift to 
scan the sky over Ottawa for that night and plan out your detailed observation 
sequence. First Jupiter, then skip over to M30 in Capricornus, then find that pesky 
little asteroid that you’ve been meaning to catch in your C-8. Need the sidereal time 
for 11:30 p.m. EDT? Or the exact local time that Jupiter will attain 25 degrees of 
altitude? Easy!

So I jumped when I heard that the latest version, Redshift 3, was coming out, with 
many more “bells and whistles.” In addition, it was being offered at a substantial 
discount to owners of previous versions, so I leapt at the opportunity. In retrospect, this 
has turned out to be a big mistake!

My Redshift 3 CD-ROM arrived in July, and I spent a couple of hours with it right 
away, becoming more and more disappointed with every passing minute. Yes, it has 
all the stars in the Hipparcos and Tycho catalogues. Sure, it has lots of built-in 
astronomical information such as extensive photo galleries and an up-to-date 
dictionary of astronomy. There are integrated Internet links, so you can download 
information on new discoveries directly from the Maris web site. But I was buying 
Redshift 3 for what it could do with the sky. And in this critical respect I find it to be 
sorely lacking, as compared to my original Redshift, vintage 1994.

Here are some of my main concerns with Redshift 3:
• Incredibly, for a 3rd-generation product aimed at amateur and professional 

astronomers, it does not have a sidereal time calculator! The makers of Redshift 3 
admitted to me in an e-mail that this was an “omission,” and they intend to “put it 
back” in a future version! It seems that the only way you can determine the sidereal 
time in Redshift 3 is to measure the Right Ascension of the meridian with your cursor,
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a most inconvenient and “low tech” workaround for a product that retails at $49.95 US 
(currently about $77 Canadian).

• I am very unhappy with the appearance of the stars in Redshift 3. It is very 
difficult to tell which stars are brighter than others, especially when you get beyond 
about 3rd magnitude. On your screen, all of the stars appear white in colour. In the 
original Redshift, the different colours were shown so that Antares looked orange, 
Betelgeuse looked yellow and Vega was white. Also, the stars were of different sizes 
on the screen, so you could easily see which stars were 1st or 2nd magnitude, and which 
ones were much fainter.

• The appearance of the planets is also a great disappointment in Redshift 3. At 
low zoom values, they look like little round circles, and they are all exactly the same 
colour -  white. No red for Mars and no yellow for Jupiter, as in the original Redshift.

Should you buy Redshift 3? In my opinion, it’s not worth the plastic that the CD- 
ROM is made of. Here is a prime example of a product that was rushed to market in a 
quest for revenues and market share, advertised in a glitzy way, while offering inferior 
value for the price. To my colleagues in the astronomical community, I say, “Buyers 
beware!” I believe you’d be far better off to stay away from Redshift 3. 
(SimkoverHJ@Stentor.ca)

IRO Update Al Seaman
July

The combination of good weather and minimum Moon has made IRO a busy 
place lately. Last Saturday night (July 18-19) at the peak there were 14 cars in the 
parking lot, and people and telescopes were all over the place. It has also been fairly 
busy through the past week anytime it has been clear. It is good to see the site being 
used.

There were a number of people in on July 20, and no problems reported in the log 
book. The next entry on July 23 by Doug George reported that the gate combination 
lock was missing as well as the C-clamps that lock the oberservatory roof. The C- 
clamps turned up a day later, but so far the lock seems to be gone permanently. I have 
since purchased a new lock (call me for the combination). Please make anyone that 
you know to be a legitimate IRO site user aware of the change. A side benefit of the 
new lock is that the face is in clear black and white -  much easier to see in poor light 
than the old lock.

To make storage of the C-clamps easier and more obvious, there are now hooks on 
the roof beams right above the clamping points. When you take them off the roof rails, 
put them on the hooks. When you close up, they will be a visible reminder to put them 
back on the roof rails.
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Also, I finished up the grass cutting and weed whacking on the site and along the 
road. Rob Relyea also put in a quite a bit of time on this. Things now look a lot more 
civilized than they did a few weeks ago. It must be a good summer for growing weeds 
at least.

August
With the summer weather, the observatory continues to be fairly busy any time 

weather conditions permit observations. Site conditions are good; the grass is trimmed 
(thanks Rob), wasp nests have been removed, a few more pine trees have been topped 
off, and the equipment seems OK.

At the last Observers Group meeting, it was announced that the Council has 
reached the decision to call the observatory the Fred P. Lossing Observatory, a fitting 
tribute to one of the pioneers of the Ottawa Centre and the observatory. The signage on 
the site will need some updating. (Do we have some good sign painters who want to 
volunteer?)

The C-14 repairs (focuser and diagonal) were completed, and the star party at 
Pinhey’s Point on the 14th was the public debut of the instrument. It seems to work 
well, and the public were lined up continuously through the evening for a look through 
it. I should add that Peter Williams should be congratulated on putting together a good 
event. The turnout of members with telescopes was impressive, and the public 
response was really something. This was the first real chance I have had to test the C- 
14. As noted it worked well, but only with some 2-inch eyepieces that I have (no 
eyepieces came with it). However, it would not quite focus when used with an adapter 
and my 1¼” eyepieces. I will have to do a bit of further adjustment to the limit stops 
on focuser travel to make it generally usable with members’ lenses.

Please note that the Observatory was busy on the evening of Aug 25 (Tuesday). 
The Mill of Kintail was running an astronomy camp for 15 to 20 kids, with a daytime 
course and a camp-out at the adjacent campsite on that evening. As part of the camp I 
agreed to show them some objects of interest with the 16-inch that evening.

For those of you with an e-mail directory, you might note that my e-mail address 
has changed to “alseaman@astrocom.on.ca”. The old one will work for a while yet, 
but please make a note of the change before you forget.

Astronomy Day 1998 Peter Williams
Saturday May 2nd, Astronomy Day 1998, started at 5:30 a.m. with a wake-up call 

from my friendly alarm clock. The weather forecast was not too promising for the 
evening star party at Pinhey’s Point, but the morning sky looked like it was clearing 
from the grey, overcast drizzle of the night before. During the preceding week regular 
checks with the local weather service showed the expected rain was gradually moving 
forward toward the weekend (grrr). This was the final week for preparations. My “to
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do" list seemed to be stuck at 25 items, never shrinking. As items were completed 
others took their place. Final arrangements for the access to Pinhey’s Point were eased 
by the helping hand of Attilla Danko. The Munster Pathfinder company, who would 
provide refreshments for the star party confirmed their attendance. Last-minute checks 
were made with St. Laurent Shopping Centre to confirm the equipment and access 
times to the mall on Saturday morning. A phone call to Jim Cummings of Cummings 
Mitchell reassured me that the display stand would be ready on Friday afternoon.

Late Friday afternoon I had gone to St. Laurent to set up our captured “life-sized” 
image of Saturn. This was a bright, coloured image of Saturn, correctly sized for its 
intended location nearly 270 feet from the exhibit’s location. The tiny image was glued 
to a large sheet of black velvet, which was in turn hung from the shopping centre 
rafters at the correct distance. There were many strange looks and comments about the 
fluttering black sheet. However, it again proved to be a popular demonstration for 
many of the people who came to Centre Court.

Karen Edmonds and Paul Comision show off sunspots
At 6:30 my quiet time before the hectic day ahead was over. I woke my daughter 

Jaye and her friend Whitney. They were to be the Astronomy Day “Gophers.” The last 
items on my checklist were loaded into the car and we set off for the CBC radio studio 
at the Chateau Laurier. I had confirmed with Rob Clipperton that I would do the radio 
spot live. HELP! Having never given an interview on the radio before was enough to 
bring out a sweat, and when Rob turned the interview from a simple discussion about 
Astronomy Day to “Astronomy 101” just 10 minutes before the start was an interesting
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jolt to the nervous system! We arrived at the studio at 0810. Rob looked a little 
relieved that we had left a little time to get acquainted before the start of the interview 
at 0835. Well the interview came and went, and to my great surprise, without a hitch. 
The radio broadcast was very effective; a number of people who came to the exhibits 
commented on it being the source of information about Astronomy Day.

While I was arriving at the radio studio, Doug Luoma and Karen Edmonds were 
starting to set up the display stands, strategically left in a lock-up at St. Laurent Centre 
the previous night. So by the time the three of us arrived at the Centre most of the 
display stand and peripheral exhibits were already prepared, and Centre Court was 
looking great. Debra Tigner had designed and built a great exhibit depicting many 
facets of our solar system and also a number of activities for the children’s craft area. 
Gary Boyle had brought his 8” Dobsonian to be demonstrated as a part of the telescope 
display. As I arrived, additional telescopes from Focus Scientific were delivered. It’s 
great when a plan actually comes together. After weeks of planning and a great deal of 
effort on the part of numerous volunteers the exhibits and displays were completed. By 
10 a.m., although a little later than planned, our Astronomy Day 1998 activities were 
in full swing.

People had started to visit the various displays. Jaye and Whitney were kept busy 
providing the many visitors with information about the Centre and how to learn more 
about the hobby and professional aspects of Astronomy. During the course of the day 
more than 5,000 separate pieces of literature were handed out. At least 20 RASC 
membership applications were requested and one person even insisted on leaving a 
cheque with the application form completed.

Karen Edmonds, Doug Luoma and Lee Macdonald had a line-up of visitors, 
throughout the day, wanting to look through the telescopes at the “captured” image of 
Saturn. Many were fascinated at the image in the eyepiece and some even asked how 
they could see Saturn in the mall!

Alan Hildebrand manned the “Bring Your Pet Rock to an Expert” table. Many 
visitors were fascinated by the weight of the small meteorite Alan had for 
demonstration. For most of the day he was kept busy with all manner of questions 
about how to find, identify and study meteorites.

During the day John Thompson and Rick Wagner worked hard on the 6-inch 
mirror blank using the grinding table was supplied by Max Stuart (it was a converted 
telescope tripod suitably modified.). There were many questions about the grinding 
process - how long - what materials.

Brian McCullough installed a suitable image of the Moon on the railings 
overlooking the exhibits and this gave many visitors a chance to see what the Moon 
would look like through his Comet Catcher.

One of the few failures during the day (there is always a Gotcha!) was that the old 
PC set-up I brought from home refused to operate. Fortunately, David Lambe had been 
able to join us and offered to get his laptop set up for the same duties, i.e. showing a
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selection of astronomy related software, etc. Later in the morning David was all set 
and during the day had many offers to sell the software he was demonstrating!

A video of astronomy related topics developed by Glenn LeDrew was operating all 
day on AV equipment supplied by Adventure Electronics. Jane Lund and Eric Brown 
provided our Astronomy Day Gophers with deserved relief from duties at the 
information table throughout the afternoon. From time to time throughout the 
afternoon I went outside to see if there was any improvement to the weather — our 
follow-on Star Party at Pinhey’s Point was looking distinctly like a bust. Eventually at
4 p.m. I asked Gary Boyle to officially cancel it.

The enthusiasm of support for this event was exemplified when I spoke to Lee 
Macdonald at 2:30, reminding him that his shift had finished at 1 p.m. He turned from 
the lineup at his 5” Celestron and said, “Can’t go yet — I’m busy with customers.” By
5 p.m. the exhibits were still busy, the volunteer support was doing a fantastic job, and 
there was only one more hour to go.

The mall closed its doors at 6 p.m., and in an amazingly short period of time the 
exhibits were dismantled and packed up ready to transport away. Had the day been a 
success? Hundreds of people came, looked, touched and asked questions about 
astronomy and its related subjects. As this was the main objective of the event, it was 
certainly a very successful day indeed.

I would like to extend my personal thanks to all of the Ottawa Centre members 
and friends, St. Laurent Centre, Cummings Mitchell, Focus Scientific, Adventure 
Electronics who all helped and contributed to our 1998 Astronomy Day exhibit and 
demonstrations.

A Thought Murray Olbey
Brian:
I recall one day we were talking about the evening sky and I had difficulty articulating 
what I felt when observing the immensity of it. The other day I came across something 
written by Blaise Pascal (1623-1662):

“When I consider the short duration of my life, swallowed up in 
the eternity before and after, the little space which I fill, and even 
can see, engulfed in the infinite immensity of spaces of which I 
am ignorant and which know me not, I am frightened, and I am 
astonished at being here rather than there; for there is no reason 
why here rather than there, why now rather than then. Who has 
put me here? By whose order and direction have this place and 
this time been allotted to me? The eternal silence of those infinite 
spaces frightens me.”
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June’s OG Meeting Jaye Williams
(With technical support from Dad)

This month’s meeting was opened by Gary Boyle the Observer Group (“OG”) 
Chair, welcoming both existing members and newcomers. There had been many sunny 
days and clear nights this month which helped to bring out over 100 people to the 
recent star party at the Diefenbunker, organized by Linda Meier. Doug Luoma thanked 
the Centre members who helped at the Girl Guide presentation on the same night. 
Debra Tigner organized an astronomy night at the Girl Guide’s Camp Woolsey.

Rolf Meier presented a talk about the recent loss of Dr. Fred Lossing. Fred had 
played a central role in the Ottawa Centre’s Observers Group which began with 
informal group meetings organized by Fred. Rolf showed a number of slides of Fred’s 
basement and his “neat stuff’ and other activities. Without Fred’s efforts the IRO 
would probably not exist. He had been the OG chairman, helped and encouraged 
telescope building, provided mirror finishing and remained active until his death.

The OG’s solar coordinator, Paul Comision, gave this evening’s first lecture “Our 
galaxy’s deadly spiral arms”, from an article in Sky and Telescope, June 1998. From 
the north galactic pole the galaxy spins clockwise; mass extinctions during the past 
500 million years seem to have occurred when the solar system moved through one of 
the spiral arms. We can expect another trip through a spiral arm in 140 million years! 
Paul also commented on Fred’s death. He was a close friend and will be missed.

Next up was Carmen Rush, the OG’s historian, who talked about a series of hoax 
radio broadcasts starting on Oct. 30, 1938, based on H.G. Wells book, “The War of the 
Worlds,” describing a martian invasion. The broadcast drove New Jersey into a state of 
panic when a music show was interrupted with a “special bulletin” from 
Intercontinental Radio News at 20 minutes to 8.00. A Professor Farrow of the Mount 
Jennings Observatory reported sighting explosions on the planet Mars at regular 
intervals. A following broadcast reported a spacecraft had landed. A reporter 
interviewed a man who described a terrifying image of an alien and the fake invasion 
until the broadcast was suddenly cut off. Many people left New Jersey in panic. 
Eventually the hoax was exposed and people returned home. A follow-on newspaper 
report described how jittery people were due to the war threats in Europe and in that 
state how easy it was to cause panic.

Gary introduced a special guest speaker -  National RASC President, Doug 
George. Doug has been an Ottawa Centre member since 1976 and served both the 
Ottawa Centre and the RASC in many roles. Doug enjoys astrophotography and had 
jointly discovered a comet. Doug presented a series of slides entitled, “Adventures in 
Astronomy.” Since being interested in astronomy he has traveled a lot and the slides 
were taken during many of these adventures. They showed visits to the clear skies of 
Arizona to a solar eclipse in Manitoba, shots of the human pyramid at the Annual 
General Assembly and the building of the “George” observatory. He also described 
how you need to be well prepared before setting off on these adventures. Your
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equipment must be carefully checked before leaving and try to hand-carry as much 
sensitive equipment as possible, and when taking photographs leave plenty of shots for 
the special parts of an event -  don’t run out just when the eclipse enters totality!

Yves Demers the OG’s web site coordinator described the changes that had been 
made to the Ottawa Centre’s web site -  with the help of our web site plastic surgeon 
Richard Taylor the site has now been transformed and follows many of the 
recommendations made by the study group earlier in the year. The changes are 
extensive and the additional features are very helpful. Please visit the site soon. Yves 
also asked for more help -  a coordinator for the AstroTrader page -  more material for 
the constellations pages. A new search engine is being installed for finding 
information from the AstroNotes archives. More help is needed to type in old editions 
of AstroNotes. If you are interested in helping contact Yves.

The OG’s Astronomy Day coordinator Peter Williams provided an update to the 
events at the St. Laurent Centre on Astronomy Day 2nd May 1998 (see article in this 
issue).

Al Seaman, the OG’s Observatory Chairman, reported on the recent use of IRO -  
one evening there was no parking room -  just like a drive-in movie! Al also mentioned 
the loss of Fred and the help that he had given to Al during the past year. Al described 
the new addition of the donated 14” Celestron telescope. He asked for help in getting 
the IRO site surveyed prior to making a decision about the site of the new scope. If you
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can help please contact Al. If any member wants to have a key for the IRO facilities 
please contact him as well.

Glenn LeDrew showed a series of slides about the summer night skies -  he 
described many of the features showing in Scorpius and Sagittarius, including clusters, 
bright nebulae, dark nebulae and bright colourful stars. Glenn showed us the three 
naked-eye clusters near the shoulder of Ophiucus that are not listed in the Messier list 
or the NGC. A few nights back Glenn had been looking through a new set of 
binoculars in the area of Antares and saw a small fuzzy patch near M4 -  “Was this 
comet LeDrew?” but no -  just a small star with a bright reflection nebula. Glenn 
continued with a tour of the neat objects to observe in the summer sky and a 
description of the do’s and don’ts for successful astrophotographs.

Gary closed the meeting with a number of comments about the benefits of joining 
the RASC -  these include the annual Observers Handbook, Sky News and the Journal 
-  and reminding people of the after meeting at Kelsey’s. Refreshments were served in 
the museum lobby courtesy of Anne and Art Fraser.

July OG Meeting Jaye Williams
(With technical support from Dad)

Gary Boyle opened the meeting by welcoming both existing members and 
newcomers. Since Summer is officially here our stargazing time has been cut down to 
just a few hours. Jupiter is rising at midnight. July 28th is the Delta Aquarids meteor 
shower — 20 meteors per hour expected to be seen by one observer. Doug Luoma 
commented on seeing the space shuttle Atlantis and Mir orbiting overhead Ottawa. 
Following the introductions Gary introduced our first speaker.

Paul Comision, the OG Solar coordinator referred to an article in the August 
issue of Sky and Telescope called “Sizing up Sirius B." Sirius is one of the main stars 
in the night sky, only 8.6 l.y.’s away shining at magnitude -1.5 with its companion 8th 
magnitude white dwarf Sirius B. Many astronomers have been studying this white 
dwarf. They have found that its mass is 1.03 that of the Sun, but its radius is only 0.92 
of Earth. The surface temperature is 24,800K (our Sun is only 5,800K). Sirius B is 
small, dense, very hot and typical of a carbon core star. Paul continued his talk by 
showing his usual solar observation drawings and commenting that the recent sunspots 
had been good. They were clustered in many groups around the “belly” of the Sun, 
“almost like measles.” Gary showed a Hydrogen Alpha picture of the same sunspot 
groups (from the Big Bear Solar Observatory).

Next to speak was Paul Boltwood who showed a number of really nice CCD 
images taken through his new 16” telescope. The photographs were all long exposures 
of deep-sky objects, like five hours for the slide of NGC 2419, which also showed 
normal and stretched (processed) images of the object. The May 1998 edition of Sky 
and Telescope set out a deep-sky challenge which tasked people to resolve very faint
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objects. Paul showed an impressive image, estimated at 23rd magnitude, that was the 
result of a 20-hour exposure taken over a two-day period. This image has been 
forwarded to Sky and Telescope for their review. GOOD LUCK! Paul concluded his 
talk with an invitation to anyone interested in seeing his observatory to contact him by 
phone.

Glenn LeDrew began his presentation with a number of slides taken at this year’s 
Riverside Telescope Makers Convention. The pictures included a dual dome 
observatory, many swap tables, meteorite materials, binocular mounts, a unique Bam 
Door mount, 11” f/25 refractor (what a sight), and a 36” Dobsonian which included a 
6” refractor as a spotting scope! These were followed by a series of slides showing the 
construction of an observing chair specially constructed for binocular viewing. The 
plans were obtained from a vendor at Riverside and is constructed from many parts 
available at hardware stores (unfortunately some of the plastic tubing is only available 
in the USA). Glenn demonstrated the use of the completed chair. As a closing item 
Glenn described the construction of simple-to-build dew heaters, which make super 
eye warmers on those cold nights!

The OG’s Lunar and Planetary coordinator Doug Luoma showed slides of the 
construction of his latest observing chair. Some of the main bearing parts were found 
at Cohen and Cohen (Ottawa’s finest source for astronomical hardware). He then 
moved on with slides taken at IRO which included a meteor trail captured on a long 
exposure that was to be a simple star trails exposure. There were also pictures taken 
using an “all-sky” dome (a chromed light cover obtained at C & C). The last set of 
slides showed the latest group of members attending the training course at IRO with 
Glenn LeDrew at the helm.

This year’s General Assembly was attended by Rob Dick who provided the 
following report. This year’s event was held on Vancouver Island and was an 
opportunity to renew friendships and to make new acquaintances. A highlight of the 
assembly is the traditional wine and cheese party. Rob showed a number of slides from 
the site and commented on how the architecture of the buildings made them blend into 
the surroundings. This year’s keynote speaker was the astronaut, Julie Payette. After 
the meetings there was the annual human pyramid which has never been a complete 
success. Fortunately, anyone who fell had a soft grassy landing. Rob, who is now the 
National Light Pollution Abatement Coordinator, described the use of low power 
sodium lamps on the college grounds. The GA will be in Toronto next year and will 
include conventions of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific and the American 
Association of Variable Star Observers.

Alan Hildebrand, the Ottawa Centre president gave a talk about the Canyon 
Diablo Crater. He showed a number of slides of the crater and surrounding area. It is 
over two hundred meters deep and unlike many craters it is completely dry. From the 
surrounding area the crater does not show, as it is best seen from the air. The crater 
and access road are managed by a private company. A museum and viewing centre 
have been constructed at the site. Access to the crater is now restricted due to accidents
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in the past. Alan finished his talk with a description and slides of different types of 
meteorite structures.

The OG’s web site coordinator, Yves Demers, introduced Richard Taylor who 
had volunteered to undertake the re-creation of the Centre’s web site. The start of the 
modifications have now been completed. The site includes a navigational map 
showing routes to all sections of the site. This will make access and the search for 
information much easier. Richard asked for comments and for people just to use the 
site. Also, if you have information, articles, photographs, etc. for the site, please 
forward these to the site coordinators. Yves asked the membership for a coordinator to 
help organize the AstroTrader page.

Gary closed the meeting with a number of comments about the benefits of joining 
the RASC, and reminded people of the after meeting at Kelsey’s. Refreshments were 
once again served in the museum lobby courtesy of Anne and Art Fraser.

Next Observers Group Meeting
We look forward to seeing you at our next Observers Group meeting at 8:00 p.m. 

on Friday, October 2nd, 1998.
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